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The hit BBC series is back! Big Finish create a new series of stories featuring the characters of the

internationally-successful Doctor Who spin-off! The SkyPuncher is the first private spaceflight. But

Ephraim Salt's visionary project has gone horribly wrong - the ship is falling out of the sky and there

seems no way to stop it. Ianto Jones thought the flight would be sabotaged. The only problem

is...he's on board! The huge, and long-running public interest in new Torchwood adventures

resulted in a server melt-down when this release was announced by star John Barrowman on his

Sunday night radio slot. Gareth David-Lloyd's Ianto Jones character was so popular that when he

died in Torchwood - Children of Earth, a shrine to him in Cardiff became a newsworthy item for

some months! Writer James Goss wrote several best-selling Torchwood hardback books, and most

recently launched his novel Haterz, looking at social media personalities. This is the second of a

much-anticipated set of six stories running monthly until April 2016. CAST: Gareth David-Lloyd

(Ianto Jones), Zeynep (Lisa Zahra).
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Some of the Torchwood and Doctor Who dramas and stories tend to go through the paces. They

know they have a loyal audience, and we'll buy the books and cds because we're fans. Then you

get a gem like this one, where the story is exciting and surprising, the franchise character is true to

form and lovingly crafted by a writer who cares, and new characters who are a perfect fit for the



narrative. Of the new Torchwood dramas from Big Finish, this is the best thus far.

This is my favorite one! If you miss Ianto this will remind you why you do. I was worried at first since

it was just Gareth David Lloyd and another actress, but it was great! Not that he couldn't, I was just

used to the full cast and didn't know what to expect. They didn't need anyone else they carried it just

fine on their own. You will laugh at Ianto saying Ianto things. I was sad it ended. So if you have tried

the other full cast dramas you will not be disappointed in this one!

Ianto Jones is wounded and trapped, alone on a spaceship that is falling out of the sky. His only

hope? The Turkish cell center employee who phones to sell him insurance."Fall to Earth" is a

perfect two-hander audio play, and one of the best hours of drama I've heard in - probably ever,

actually. If someone tells you, "you'll laugh! You'll cry!", it is not just hype on this one - at least it

wasn't for me! It's got connections to a larger story arc running through the first series of

'Torchwood' audios from Big Finish, but it's stands alone brilliantly as well.Cannot recommend

highly enough.

Great story! I miss this guy!
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